Might be Hydrocavitation Monitored only on Hydraulic Manner and Laws
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Abstract- Cavitation is a serious problem at hydraulic components, especially at pumps, hydroenergy turbine runners, ship propellers, even at blades from windpower generators, when performances of those elements/machines deplete. It means that the cavitation is caused by flowing liquid or gas over the metal surface. Severe cavitation always leads to the erosion at the impigement metal surface.... Many conclusions were stated that for cavitation are responsible the hydraulic demands while material properties commonly not.

In many hydraulic approaches the starting point is the speed flow of running fluid (water, oil or gas) and also other data about hydraulic circumstances and laws (Bernuli equation, etc). Also, in studying the nature of loads which act on turbine runner/blade, many attempts were made on measuring the noice, frequency signals, etc, but without deeper understanding the characteristics of used material. Cavitation here will be considered as a result of contact flowing water – metal at turbine runner, mainly from aspect of material characteristics not from a hydrodynamic flow demands.
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Abstract- Cavitation is a serious problem at hydraulic components, especially at pumps, hydroenergy turbine runners, ship propellers, even at blades from windpower generators, when performances of those elements/machines deplete. It means that the cavitation is caused by flowing liquid or gas over the metal surface. Severe cavitation always leads to the erosion at the impigement metal surface. Many conclusions were stated that for cavitation are responsible the hydraulic demands while material properties commonly not.

In many hydraulic approaches the starting point is the speed flow of running fluid (water, oil or gas) and also other data about hydraulic circumstances and laws (Bernulli equation, etc.). Also, in studying the nature of loads which act on turbine runner/blade, many attempts were made on measuring the noise, frequency signals, etc, but without deeper understanding the characteristics of used material. Cavitation here will be considered as a result of contact flowing water – metal at turbine runner, mainly from aspect of material characteristics not from a hydrodynamic flow demands.

More attention will be payed on the characteristics of materials, preferably used for producing of turbine runners, such as crystal grain size or shape, the presence of: non-metallic inclusions or (micro) alloying elements.
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1. Introduction

Standard definition of cavitation is widely accepted at a lot of national standards, so cavitation is the formation and subsequent collapse, within a liquid, of cavities or bubbles that contain vapor or gas, or both, in the ASTM G32-03 standard. If the cavitation is markedly progressed, than may cause significant implications at surface, up to the damage(s). From such definition and aproach, the appearance of cavitation is monitored as result only from the hydrodynamic influences. It is believed that careful machining (for low roughness for example) of turbine runner or other components is obviously, while other tasks often are neglected or remain undefined. In analysing the hydrosystem one can found just general constatations that turbine should be reliable and, of course, needs quality components. It is an abstraction approach but not enough for producing a good component, here means a water runner. The cavitation could not be fully avoided but only decreased.

Materials for building of any hydraulic component should be carefully chosen. It is clear that flowing water continuously is in contact with the turbine runner, and from that point is clear that used material must be kind of stainless steel. The hardness of such stainless steel should be on a higher level than at other structural steels, because the increased hardness usually is welcome for achieving higher strength, and however for improving the resistance to cavitation progress. It is stated that martensitic kind of stainless steel reprents the good choise as material for water turbine runner.

Every shock wave acts firstly as the compressive and than tensile stress. Cavitation may led to the material erosion, is enhanced by vibrations and noise. So, the major mission for engineers is to understand the mechanisms of cavitation appearing and lowering its level. One usefull aproach is first to understand and change the metal properties, if is needed just from the melting (it means refining, applying stabilizing elements, carbide or nitride formers for strenthening an alloy, improving the corrosion resistance, etc.) and up to the servicing periode (when fluid mechanics plays an important role). Heat-treating methods, as quenching does, may bring up an improving of mechanical properties but usually are not available for large runners, main reason for that is distorsion after heating up to the pretty high temperatures. So, (micro) alloying and coating technologies (for deposition hard coatings) may play an important role for farther decreasing the cavitation level, generally both for hydro- or thermopower elements, but the complex geometry of those components still is a great problem. Here will be discussed some specific important material properties, which one need to know for succesfully decreasing hydrocavitation and damaging at surface of water runner, made from stainless steel, comonly martensitic class.

There are many questions about the metallurgical treatment of every turbine component: what main alloying elements should be used, kind of microalloying elements, refining and casting procedures, kind and amount of non-metallic inclusions, dendritic shape, grain size, kind of heat-treatment and obtained microstructure, mechanical properties, (braze) welding, kind of coatings to be used, etc. Most of these questions depend of the nature of flow water, water acidity/alkalinity, presence of abrasive particles.
(commonly SiO$_2$, CaCO$_3$), or from influences. Any hydrosystem is in fact both simple but a complex. When the machine components were exposed to cavitation to a relatively long time, erosion will occur. As the erosion represents progressive loss of original material from a solid surface, some solutions for surface protection may be applied [18-24]. These factors do not belong to the hydraulics, and need some detailed explanations.

II. Demanded Properties of Used Material

For achieving the projected properties, either mechanical or technological, that product must possess, many facts should be known, but keep in mind that most of those properties may be achieved just at the period of metallurgical making of an alloy. More precisely, the alloying elements must satisfy demands for higher hardness, strength, also a good corrosion resistance. Another important demand in producing a water runner lies in its complex geometry, Fig. 1.

![Figure 1: Two types of runners for: a) Francis and b) Pelton turbine](image)

Microalloying elements are adding to react with carbon, nitrogen, rarely boron, at the same time they may be partially diluted into ferrite or austenite, so their another important role is in refining the grain size. Exactly, it is expected that large crystal grains as well as dendrites will be refined, after that almost both mechanical and servicing properties will be markedly improved.
III. Some Examples of Cavitation at Francis Turbine Runner

Few characteristic examples of cavitation at Francis turbine blades are shown in Fig. 2.

![Figure 2: Few examples of generated cavities on blades a) and b); serious damage c) and d) at Francis turbine runner surface](image)

From figs. 2b) and c) is clear why cavitation depletes the performance not only at the blade nut the whole turbine equipment.

IV. Cavitation and Grainsize

Grain size plays an important role in strengthening of solid solution [1-6, 20], but in these discussions such approach is not of primary interest. Concept of hydrodynamic cavitation consists from the process of: vaporisation, than bubble formation and after that bubble implosion, which finally are resulted in cavitation. From the metallurgical view the cavitation level is amplified if in the structure of turbine runner material are present large crystal grains. Mechanical properties of used material as well as chemical composition commonly undergo to detail control, but it seems that such approach was not enough.

As turbine runners usually are produced by casting it is expected the larger crystal grains than in deformed metal, indeed. The size of crystal grains effectively may be changed in processes of plastic deformation processes (forging, rolling) and/or by heat-treating (quenching), but those processes are useless for components with complex geometry, as turbine runner does. So, the grain size should be controlled in the period of casting, just before solidification of melt begins. For that purpose serve numerous elements, so called grain refiners, almost known are Ti and V, which at the same time made carbides and/or nitrides. For strengthening may be used W or Mo, for forming carbides but they also may forming so called intermetallic compounds. All of those metals are welcome into the steel for making a water runner, the only limitation might be their price.

One metallographic view at a steel microstructure could be seen from Fig. 3a), where dark fields usually consist of impurities. The metallographic approach is well known and applied in the whole metallurgy. Such impurities are not welcome at any steel, particularly at qualitative steel. Harder compounds frequently are distributed along the grain boundaries, if so than the ductility is lowered. The grain size implies the kind of wearing under load. During servicing period the surface of a water runner is also loaded, so the mechanism of damaging or cavitation along the grain borders near the surface, however, is not same as in wearing [20], but may be similar according to sketches from figs. 3b) and c).
Figure 3: Microstructure of one steel with impurities at grain borders a); schematic representation of wearing under load at: coarse b) and fine c) crystal grains [20]

It is needed to underline that possible cavitation mechanism may be described as follow: the damaging along the borders of coarse (large) crystal grains easily will widespread out, Fig. 3b), while the fine (smaller) grains become a barrier for widening along grain borders, and than the damaging will be lowered, Fig. 3c).

The grain size is well defined in metallography [1-6] and at many national standards.

a) Shape of Crystal Grains

As mentioned, the large grain size are not welcome but another attention should be payed on the shape of grain size. The care for obtaining the fine grains must be given just in the period of solidification, exactly in foundry production. How looks like one dendrite structure is shown in Fig. 4a). Large dendrites, however, must be avoided, and for their refining serve metallurgical approaches. Heat-treating of water runner is applicable on a limited manner, and this fact represents a shortage. Keep in mind that geometry of such product is complex, so the quenching is impossible, and than only an annealing operations are applicable, as normalizing or normalizing+tempering. Tempered martensite offers advantage for improving the toughness.

Figure 4: Dendrite structures after casting stainless steel with dominant: a) austenitic and b) martensitic (mixed with ferrite and bainite)

It is worthy to mention that dendrite structures, as like in Fig. 4a), frequently are more characteristic for austenitic type of stainless steel than in martensitic steel, Fig. 4b). Anyway, great martensitic needles even plates should be avoided in the structure. If coarse grains dominate into microstructure, than as a result between large dendrites will be produced greater level of cavitation than at fine grain material. The hydrocavitation is pretty well explained by hydraulic manner, for example: the shock wave first produces a compressive stress on the solid surface, and then when it is reflected, produces a tensile stress that is normal to the surface. But, the resistance to such shock waves also depends, however, from the kind of used material and its production history during metallurgical treatment(s).

V. Influence of Non-Metallic Inclusions on Steel Properties

The influence of non-metallic inclusions on the properties of solidified any metal, also on steel, is great,
however in a negative sense. With the presence of non-metallic inclusions in steel, the strength properties (tensile strength or yield point) will be decreased, while the toughness properties will be markable lowered. Presence of any kind of non-metallic inclusions are favorable places for cavitation appearing, so their amount must be controled.

a) Assessment of Amount of Non-Metallic Inclusions
The evidence of presence of an amount of non-metallic inclusions into metals, indeed at steels, could be assessed indirectly by one or more mechanical test methods. But more closely assessment of the presence of non-metallic inclusions is providing only by using a metallographic examination. The national standards of many industrial countries recognized the need for successfull assessing the amount of non-metallic inclusions, based on the microscopic examinations. Scale for microscopic assessing of amount and shapes of non-metallic inclusions for one important group of steels is standardized, in Fig. 5. is illustrated just one part from standard [13]. There are, however, another important types of inclusion, as oxide and silicate types. All of them show detrimental effect on material properties, and may represent difficulty for applying a kind of protective technology for decreasing coefficient of friction and lowering the wear rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A Sulfide type</th>
<th>B Aluminate type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fine thick to 4μm</td>
<td>coarse thick to 6μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5:** Part of a scale for metallographic observation of two types of non-metallic inclusions (black spots) in bearing steel 100CrAl

This steel commonly is used as a bearing material. However, this kind of steel is not same as steels usually applied for water runner at hydroturbine, but those pictures on a good manner ilustrate the distribution of non-metallic inclusions, in this case into (hot) rolled bars. The level and/or shape of non-metallic inclusions at as-casted steels are not identical as in deformed material, but it is well known that at as-casted
structure the non-metallic inclusions usually are greater than in deformed material. The scale commonly is divided into four columns, here are shown two types, from the most known non-metallic inclusions groups: sulfides, aluminates, silicates and/or globular oxides, and every column is graduated into five levels (1-5), from the smallest to greater one, see Fig. 5. On this way the content of non-metallic inclusions must be strictly controlled, especially at qualitative steels.

Even small defects such as corrosion pits also are critical for fatigue. Large non-metallic inclusions has a detrimental influence on cavitation level.

Farther, fatigue cracks at any machine component can start from intrinsic defects, mostly from nonmetallic inclusions, which may significantly influence on the lowering the servicing characteristics, here is mentioned the fatigue strength.

VI. COATING METHODS FOR HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS

A lot of hydraulic components are protected by using an anticorrodive and hard coatings. Such coating (layer) besides good anticorrodive must poses also good antifriction properties. For obtaining desired coating (layer) on hydraulic components, there are available different techniques which belong to one of the next principal groups:

- Electrolytic (galvanic) methods,
- Electroless (chemical) methods,
- Metallizing and
- Thermodiffusional methods.

Those methods are applicable on many hydraulic components, but water runner makes a problem for deposition, first of all from its great gabarit and complex geometry.

At first three methods the coatings are obtained by deposition of the layer material, while at the fourth method the layer is formed by diffusion. Diffusion (as nitriding) requires elevated temperatures, after that the treated component will be deformed. The adhesion of diffusion layer is greater than layers deposited by other techniques. Coatings deposited either by electrolytic or electroless method are similar but there exist some principal differences, as shown in Fig. 6.

![Figure 6: Principal geometrical characteristics between: a) electrolytic and b) electroless deposition; at inside (I) or outside corners (II)](image)

The electrolytic deposition is pretty well known, one of the most known is hard chromium, so it would not be farther discussed here.

a) Electroless (Chemical) Nickel

Nickel has long been used as a plating material because of its excellent appearance coupled with good corrosion resistance. Prior to 1946, nickel coatings were applied to most substrates by using electricity (electroplating). Since that time methods have been developed that allow electroless nickel plating on most metals and also on many nonmetallic substrates. Most electroless nickel coatings contain from 5 to 15% phosphorus+boron.

Also, unlike electrolytic nickel, the thickness of electroless deposits is distributed evenly over the entire surface, compare Figs. 6a) and b), even at parts with complex geometry. Blind holes, threads, small diameter holes, recesses or internal areas receive the same amount of plating as sharp corners, edges or curved (concave or convex) surfaces. On such way, close tolerances can be maintained - for hydraulics it is of an extra importance.

With proper surface preparation, excellent adhesion can be obtained. As plated, electroless nickel deposits have an average microhardness of 500-550HV0.5. This can readily be increased to approximately 1,000HV by heat treating (age hardening) at 400°C, but this temperature also is unavailable for water runner of Francis turbine.

Farther, the risk of damaging the water runner after electroless nickel is deposited, lies if parent metal posses a remarkable amount of non-metallic inclusions.
b) Metallization

Although for metallization could be applied wide spectrum of materials, including a pretty hard materials (oxides, carbides or nitrides), but those methods are unavailable for machine components with complex geometry, as runner does.

All of those facts one should to knows very well before trying/applying to protect the surface of any kind of turbine blades.

VII. Conclusion

Cavitation, as an unavoidable problem, in practice rather is considered on hydrodynamic manner than from aspect of material properties. The local control of cavitation level, however, is of importance, but control only this characteristic will not gives a satisfied result. It means that the care for grain size and all other properties, which are needed for a final product, should start just at the making choice of (micro) alloying elements, melting & refining processes and heat-treatment in producing the water runner. Precise machining of any hydraulic components is understanding.

Chosen steels for production hydraulic components usually posses a good mechanical and anticorrosive properties, but eventhough damaging on cavitation manner is appearing. The regular control of chemical composition (on main alloying elements as well as microalloying elements), and mechanical properties (hardness, strength, toughness) of used material should be advanced, in the sence for more detailed control about grain size and non-metallic inclusion contest.

Non-metallic inclusions are one of the key factors in determining the quality of used steel, indeed for a cavitation appearance. If those inclusions are large and in great amount than the cavitation will be advanced, at the same time with reduced the servicing life.

As shown above, the problem of cavitation should not be considered only on a hydraulic manner but taking account the state of the material, it means properties after melting, refining, using (micro) alloying elements, casting and/or heat-treating of used steel, also possibilities for applying a coatings, here is represented on the case of water runner from Francis turbine, but those procedures are available to other versatile hydraulic components.
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